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［辻井1979(1930) : 192] 
図2 伊賀盆地に於ける墓地の特相
［辻井1979(1930) : 193] 
















































































であった。山村調査は， 1934（昭和9）年5月から 1937（昭和 12）年4月までの間全国52箇所を












において大間知篤三によって指摘されている［大関知 1978(1937) : 187］。この指摘の背景には，雑誌
『民間伝承jや地域ごとの民俗学雑誌上で両墓制への関心が高まり，資料報告が増加したことがあ
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Historical Development of Grave Distribution Map 
IWANO Kuniyasu 
In the research of grave system distribution in the suburbs of Tokyo, it might have more possi-
bilities to use new indices of for example personal estate grave/public cemetery rather than 
those of dual/single grave. Before suggesting this kind of ideas, we should reconsider the devel-
opment of researches within the framework of dual/single grave in the history of folklore. In this 
paper, the author examines the historical development of grave system distribution maps, pay-
ing attention to the classification scheme and the drawing of maps in the scheme. 
A general survey of folklore history shows that folklorists were most strongly conscious of a 
common research framework in 1930's during the time of the establishment of folklore. At this 
time, the folkloric classification framework was opened to the public and held in common in the 
form of classified folk terms, branch division into three groups, questionnaire, essential points for 
fieldwork, etc. As for the study of grave system, it layed emphasis on the dual grave system. 
Until the end of 1950's when Research Institute of Folklore was closed, studies within the 
framework of dual/single grave had made satisfactory progress, especially it was active to draw 
distribution maps compared with other research fields. But in 1970's the studies of grave system 
with the dual grave system for its nucleus entered a inactive period. While detailed studies were 
done in the areas with dense dual grave system, studies in the areas with sparse dual grave sys-
tem were reduced to a chaotic state. 
To deal with an important folkloristic theme based on an intensive fieldwork within a com-
mon framework is in a way conflicts with a free research on an individual theme of a researcher, 
especially in the point of accumulation and exchange of materials. In the history of Japanese folk-
lore, handling folklore materials tends to lose control when the scale of materials exceeds the 
limit. The theory of folklore materials should overcome this tendency from now on, and should 
try to investigate the way to stand together the common research framework and the variety of 
individual studies. 
key words: folklore history, research of grave, ditribution map, theory of folklore materials, form 
of classified folk terms 
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